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ABSTRACT

Droplets coalesce and jump from superhydrophobic surfaces, a result that stems from the dominance of capillary and inertial forces and the
presence of high contact angles. This phenomenon has been a subject of intensive numerical research mostly for cases when the degree of
hydrophobicity is described by a single contact-angle value (a static contact angle). The introduction of various degrees of contact-angle hys-
teresis complicates the numerical modeling of the jumping process due to the sensitivity of the results to the effective value of the contact
angle. We have developed and validated a comprehensive volume-of-fluid–immersed boundary numerical framework that accounts for the
effect of hysteresis by focusing on the representation of actual (i.e., effective) values of contact angles. By comparing the behavior of jumping
droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces with several degrees of hysteresis (up to 15�), we quantified the influence of hysteresis on the jumping
process and identified various stages of the merged droplet’s detachment and re-attachment to the surface. The latter phenomena were
observed in all our simulations with droplets of different initial radii. In all the cases with hysteresis, the merged droplet eventually jumps,
but we point out the decrease in the jumping velocity as compared to cases with only a static contact angle imposed. Finally, by using the
Kistler dynamic contact-angle model, we demonstrate and quantify the importance of accurately capturing the dynamic receding contact
angle when droplets jump from superhydrophobic surfaces with various degrees of hysteresis.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0118645

I. INTRODUCTION

The main feature of hydrophobic surfaces is that they inherently
resist the contact between a liquid and a solid surface, resulting in a
liquid-repellent behavior. The contact angle created at the junction
of the three phases, liquid, gas, and solid, is required to be above 150�

in order for a surface to be classified as superhydrophobic.1

Minimization of a liquid–solid contact area has been considered bene-
ficial for numerous applications involving heat transfer with dropwise
condensation,2,3 anti-icing or defrosting coatings,4–7 water-repellent
technology,8 and self-cleaning surfaces.9–13 Studies also suggest that
avoiding hysteresis, defined as the difference between advancing, hadv,
and receding, hrec, contact angles, further promotes the use of superhy-
drophobic surfaces14,15 in the mentioned applications. However, in
practice, the presence of various types of heterogeneities, due to surface
roughness and/or wettability discontinuities, can cause deviation from
low hysteresis.16–18 Superhydrophobic surfaces are known for the exis-
tence of roughness patterns and heterogeneities caused by hierarchical

microstructures (pillars) or anisotropic textures.1,19 In technological
applications, such surfaces are often inspired by natural water-
repellent and self-cleaning superhydrophobic surfaces.13

Hysteresis is caused by the pinning of the contact line (an
intersecting line for liquid, solid, and gas phases) due to defects
existing on the surface.20 The two characteristic angles (advanced
and receding ones) are often measured as the limits between which
an externally driven droplet remains pinned on the surface.16 When
the contact line starts moving, the dynamics of the moving contact
line (MCL) dictate the behavior of the interface and an apparent
contact angle, happ, can be identified at macroscopic scales. The lat-
ter angle can exceed the values of hadv and hrec. Understood from
the physical phenomena at microscopic scales, but with a hydrody-
namic description still valid, a dynamic contact-angle model is often
formulated.21,22 A notable characteristic of hysteresis is the pinning
force, which is defined as the additional force required to remove a
droplet from the surface, before the contact area starts retracting.
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The force is computed as Fpinning ¼ 2rRðcos hadv � cos hrecÞ, where
r is the surface tension of the liquid–gas interface and 2R is the
droplet diameter given as a reference length.20

Self-removing droplets from superhydrophobic surfaces have
recently gained attention, since the driving physics of the process is
capillarity, a free-energy source. More specifically, when two or more
droplets coalesce, they tend to minimize their surface energy, which
connects to the minimization of the interface area. The existence of a
superhydrophobic surface and its forced interaction with the merged
droplet result in redirecting upward the kinetic energy generated dur-
ing coalescence and cause the eventual jumping of the droplet.23 This
phenomenon has been used for improving performances of various
technological applications, such as those involving condensation and
self-cleaning of surfaces.9,24 Numerous experimental and numerical
studies have focused on understanding the fundamental mechanisms
behind the droplet jumping process. The existence of low adhesion
and high contact angles, together with the negligible gravity force for
scales smaller than the capillary length, promotes a swift detachment
from the surface, reducing the contact area during the jumping pro-
cess.25,26 In addition, studies identify distinguished stages of the pro-
cess, which are the liquid bridge creation and expansion, its
interaction with the superhydrophobic surface, the oscillating shapes
of the merged droplet resulting from coalescence, and the eventual
jumping.27,28 Boreyko and Chen23 were the first to observe that con-
densing droplets can be removed from a surface after coalescing and
argued that this phenomenon could significantly improve condensa-
tion. The same study provided information on the jumping velocities
following a capillary-inertial scaling for droplets of different sizes and
presented a cutoff radius for which the droplets in the lower radius
region deviate from it. Liu et al.27,28 compared experimental findings
of droplets jumping from Leidenfrost surfaces with numerical simula-
tions of droplets jumping on superhydrophobic surfaces. The authors
portrayed with this comparison the existence of the already mentioned
distinguished stages of the jumping process. Studies on dropwise con-
densation showed the effect of microstructures on the early release of
droplets, which improved the heat transfer.24,29–31

A previous study pointed out that the jumping velocity was
reaching up to 0.21 vCI, where vCI is the characteristic velocity associ-
ated with the capillary-inertial regime.24 At this velocity, energy effi-
ciency in converting the available surface energy to an upward motion
would correspond to 6%, but there are published works that suggest
improvements in the efficiency of up to eight times in the case of struc-
tures located between the coalescing point and the surface.32–35

However, most studies suggest a certain range of jumping velocities
(v�jump ¼ 0.2–0.25 vCI)

24,26,36,37 and energy conversion rates (from 3%
up to 6%). Yan et al.38 performed a systematic study of the differences
in jumping resulting from different surface structures, wettabilities,
and relative sizes of droplets. Their findings suggested a maximum
jumping velocity of 0.26 vCI for two droplets coalescing on a superhy-
drophobic surface with nanoblade structures. For surfaces with micro-
scale textures or wettability changes, the same authors identified
variations in the jumping direction, and the jumping velocity reported
was generally scattered from the capillary-inertial scaling and reduced
for the biphilic surface.

Jumping of droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces has also been
investigated numerically. From the realm of continuum-based techni-
ques that focus on capturing or tracking the interface, volume of fluid

(VOF) was mostly selected33,42,43,45,47–51 even though several other
methods were also used.44,52–54 In addition, there are studies using
either a lattice Boltzmann framework40–42,55–57 or molecular dynam-
ics57–59 with results that in principle showed the same trends and
observations as did the experiments and continuum-based simula-
tions. This matching of findings is related to the overall characteristics
of the jumping process, but also to the relevance of the proposed
capillary-inertial scaling law.23 A comparative list for the jumping
velocities, that are obtained upon detachment and range in the main
body of the capillary-inertial region, given by both numerical and
experimental studies, is presented in Table I. The given values are nor-
malized by vCI ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=ðRi qÞ

p
.

There has been a relatively limited number of numerical works
that varied the value of the contact angle (often referred to as the static
or the equilibrium contact angle) and consequently displayed a differ-
ent velocity behavior for the droplets during jumping.43 This variation
in the results demonstrates the sensitivity of the problem and stresses
the importance of accurately modeling the dynamics of the moving
contact line (MCL). The fact that the eventual jumping velocity is sen-
sitive to the value of the contact angle suggests that the presence of
hysteresis will indeed influence the entire droplet jumping process and
therefore necessitates that a trustworthy contact–angle representation
is considered during the implementation of boundaries. Cheng et al.53

looked at this phenomenon and noted that, by varying the contact
angle and assuming constant values for hadv and hrec, the process of
jumping was mostly influenced by the value of the receding contact
angle. We also note that the velocity results of a no-hysteresis configu-
ration reported in that study show differences as compared with the
majority of the published numerical results related to the evolution of
the jumping velocity. More specifically, the expected stages of the
jumping process were not clearly observed in the results. Another
work by Chen et al.44 used the generalized slip boundary condition to
connect the contact line velocity with a dynamic contact angle, but the
effect of hysteresis was investigated by varying a slip parameter while
not showing how the model compared to a no-hysteresis case. Nam
et al.60 compared the jumping behavior of a hydrophobic and a super-
hydrophobic surface with dynamic contact angles in order to identify
dissipation of the MCL due to hysteresis-induced pinning and viscos-
ity. In an experimental study, Cha et al.61 performed experiments with
superhydrophobic surfaces of different textures and with variable con-
tact angles and degrees of hysteresis. The authors identified different
minimum droplet sizes for the jumping to take place and pointed to
pinning and no-jumping observations as the outcomes of an increased
droplet–surface adhesion in the cases with a more pronounced hystere-
sis. A noble guess for the adhesion effect, which has also been men-
tioned previously,60 would be that a higher degree of hysteresis permits
lower receding angles to occur when the droplet retracts from the sur-
face. The adhesion force to the surface should also reduce the efficiency
of the jumping process.61 Experiments have not yet reported the actual
values that the apparent contact angle obtains during the stages of
droplet coalescence and jumping on superhydrophobic surfaces. This
statement represents a limitation when promoting the use of a certain
tested dynamic contact angle model. Instead, those values are often
provided from experimental studies as the hadv and hrec from initial
arrangements of droplets before initiation of the contact line move-
ment. Finally, another study by Attarzadeh and Dolatabadi,42 which
investigated numerically the effect of microstructures on
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superhydrophobic surfaces, mentions the use of hadv and hrec as upper
and lower limits of their contact-angle implementation. For a flat sur-
face without such structures, the Dh was selected to be around 3�. For
the heterogeneous surface with rectangular pillars, the same authors
used the Kistler dynamic contact-angle model with a static contact
angle as input. However, there were no investigations for scenarios
with higher degrees of hysteresis.

Our interest in this work is mainly inspired by the possibilities of
tuning and improving superhydrophobic surfaces through simulations
that are capable of predicting the effective (i.e., truly acting) values of
contact angles. We note that such an analysis is possible even when
surfaces are modeled as flat surfaces, that is, when heterogeneities are
not explicitly a part of the computational domain. For that purpose, it
is only important that the simulations are able to correctly model the
physics of a droplet–surface interaction and predict scenarios when
dynamic contact angles are affecting the jumping process. The
acquired knowledge can be used to tailor superhydrophobic surfaces
to, for example, facilitate and promote jumping for specific droplet
sizes that are considered advantageous for certain applications and
that would not jump on every superhydrophobic surface.31,61,62

Additionally, we can use the suggested numerical framework to iden-
tify the exact tuning characteristics that would help to minimize the
adhesion force. This would increase the energy conversion rate of the
merged droplet’s upward motion. Numerous applications will also
benefit from monitoring and controlling the effect of hysteresis since
the observed contact angles on newly designed superhydrophobic sur-
faces are related to the potential overall efficiency of the jumping pro-
cess with a framework that handles the contact-angle hysteresis by
paying special attention to fine details of the moving contact line
(MCL) dynamics. However, we point out the absence of credible proof
that a certain dynamic contact-angle model would in general behave
more accurately than any of the ones typically presented in the litera-
ture, without limiting our discussion to just the implementations rele-
vant for our work. Additionally, we argue that the representation and
implementation of the actual contact angles become more challenging
but also more important, because the outcome of the whole process is
highly sensitive (as we will show in what follows) to the droplets’ inter-
action with the surface. For making possible optimization of the prop-
erties of a superhydrophobic surface through numerical simulations
and in order to achieve a high degree of accuracy when predicting the

dynamics of the MCL, special treatment is required in the numerical
framework to deal with the existence of the stress singularity at the
MCL.63–65 For that purpose, we use in this work the frequently sug-
gested Navier slip boundary condition66,67 and implement it in the
way as described in Sec. II.

Although a specific behavior of jumping droplets on surfaces
with hysteresis has already been observed experimentally, there is still
a lack of numerical analyses that focus on the details of the droplet–
surface interaction and the contact line movement in such cases.
Moreover, there is still a limited number of studies that provide
detailed explanation and quantification of the changes in the jumping
behavior that the presence of hysteresis may cause. The present work
is an attempt to fill that gap, and for that purpose, we use the in-house
multiphase flow solver IPS IBOFlowVR . The solver is based on a com-
prehensive combined VOF–immersed boundary framework and
includes several dynamic contact-angle models and a Navier slip
model, as presented and validated by G€ohl et al.68 To understand the
behavior of jumping droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces with a sig-
nificant hysteresis present, realistic values for hadv and hrec from
selected experimental works are used and variations in the degree of
hysteresis are performed to identify limitation points. For the contact-
angle implementation, our idea has been to increase gradually the
complexity with which hysteresis is both introduced and modeled on
the studied superhydrophobic surfaces. We thus start with an imple-
mentation of fixed advancing and receding contact–angle values using
the quasi-static scheme, and continue with an example of a selected
dynamic contact-angle model. In summary, we aim at identifying,
understanding and quantifying a range of behaviors for jumping drop-
lets when different degrees of hysteresis are present. For that purpose,
we carry out a systematic numerical investigation on how the presence
of hysteresis affects the jumping process by looking at the detailed
physics of the contact angles and the MCL, and the influence of the
radii of the involved droplets.

II. METHODOLOGY AND CONFIGURATION
A. Methods

The numerical computations were performed with the in-house
flow solver IPS IBOFlowVR that is based on a combined volume-of-fluid

TABLE I. List of the reported numerical and experimental jumping velocities of merged droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces.

Numerical

Authors
Liu

et al.27
Farokhirad
et al.39

Liu and
Cheng40

Khatir
et al.37

Wang
et al.41

Attarzadeh and
Dolatabadi42 Wasserfall et al.43

Vahabi
et al.33 Tryggvason44

Li
et al.45

Normalized
jumping vel. (–)

0.20 0.20 0.18 0:18–0:20 0:18–0:23 0.20 �0:25 0.20 0.22 0.22

Experimental

Authors
Boreyko and

Chen23 Liu et al.28 Enright et al.24 Kim et al.36 Khatir et al.37 Mouterde et al.46 Wang et al.26 Yan et al.38

Normalized
jumping vel. (–)

0.19 0.21 �0:21 0.23 0:16–0:19 0:17–0:25 �0:20–0:24 0.26
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(VOF)–immersed boundary method.69 It solves the incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations

r � v ¼ 0 ;
@ qvð Þ
@t
þ v � r qvð Þ ¼ �rpþr � lrvð Þ þ q gþ fSF ;

(1)

where v gives the velocity vector field, P the pressure, q and l are the
density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid, g is the gravitational accel-
eration, and fSF is the surface tension force at the interface.

VOF is a sharp interface-capturing method and includes a trans-
port equation for the volume fraction field to capture the interface
location, which reads

@a
@t
þ v � ra ¼ 0; (2)

where a is the volume fraction. Additionally, to obtain the fluid prop-
erties for a volume cell, density and viscosity are computed by the vol-
ume average of the properties for the two fluids as follows:

q ¼ a q1 þ ð1� aÞ q2; (3)

l ¼ a l1 þ ð1� aÞ l2: (4)

The coupling of pressure and velocity is performed with the help of the
segregated SIMPLEC method,70 and the discretization is performed on
a co-located grid. For the volume fraction equation, Eq. (2), discretiza-
tion of the advective part is performed according to the higher order
differencing scheme CICSAM.71 It is a fully conservative and bounded
scheme that ensures sharpness of the interface during its advection.

The continuum surface force method (CSF)72 is used for the sur-
face tension body force fSF , where the force is given from the interface
geometry and the surface tension property as

fSF ¼ rjn; (5)

where r is the surface tension between liquid and gas, j is the interface
curvature, and n the interface normal vector.

The unit normal vector n̂ for the interface is computed from the
gradient of the volume fraction, whereas the curvature is obtained
from the divergence of n̂,

n̂ ¼ n
jjnjj ¼

ra
jjrajj ; (6)

and then the curvature is calculated as

j ¼ �r � n̂: (7)

To capture the location of the moving contact line and model the
angle of the interface, the following approach is used: for numerical
implementation of the contact angle, we follow our previous work.68

For the implementation of hysteresis with different advancing and
receding contact angles, the quasi-static model is used that imposes the
apparent contact angle by recognizing a receding or advancing move-
ment in accordance with the computed contact line velocity. In addi-
tion, we use the Kistler dynamic contact–angle model and the value of
the imposed dynamic contact angle hdyn in the cells near the solid sur-
face and in proximity to the location of the contact line is given as fol-
lows: it is known that Kistler’s law, as it is also known, applies the
Hoffman function fHoff,

73,74 which is a correlation to experimental data,
when the contact line velocity is to be calculated. When using the

Kistler model, the value of the contact angle for a static arrangement is
required, which is the same as the quasi-static hadv and hrec values for
the corresponding contact line movement. In this study, we thus adopt
that the angle for a stationary contact line in the Kistler model is given
by the advancing or receding contact angles, as they are available from
experimental studies. Then, a modification of the Hoffman function
was performed following a study on both advancing and receding con-
tact angles, which demonstrated that, for surfaces with very high con-
tact angles,75 the Kistler model is still able to capture the behavior of
the reported experimental data.74 The equation reads

hdyn ¼ fHoff Caþ f �1Hoff ðhstÞ
� �

; (8)

where

fHoff ðxÞ ¼ cos�1 1� 2tanh 5:16
x

1þ 0:332x0:99

� �0:62
" # !

: (9)

As all solution variables are stored at the cell centers, a balanced-
force method76,77 is used to improve the accuracy of the properties
calculated at the faces. This method includes the forces and a time
derivative in the velocity interpolation, making the forces and the pres-
sure gradients balanced at cell faces. The result is a more accurate and
stable estimation for the face velocities, reducing the spurious currents
and oscillations due to pressure instabilities.

Boundary conditions are formulated using the mirroring
immersed boundary method (MIBM)69,78 that makes it possible to
describe solid surfaces with triangulated objects. MIBM is a second-
order accurate method that sets the velocity field at the boundary by
mirroring the velocity field. The method is used to set the local bound-
ary condition on the structured octree-background grid. For the con-
tact line, the method simplifies the surface force calculations when
considering the local boundary normal vector needed when imple-
menting a contact-angle model.68

For the velocity at the three-phase boundary, a slip effect is
assumed and modeled with the Navier slip boundary condition to
remove the MCL stress singularity problem. Following the implemen-
tation of the immersed boundary method in our previous publica-
tions,68,79 the slip velocity is computed in the tangential direction and
imposed by the immersed boundary condition in the equation of
MIBM that reads

~vext þ~vghost
2

¼~vIB;slip; (10)

where ~vIB;slip is the computed velocity to be set at the boundary for
which the tangential slip velocity vslip has been added,~vext is the veloc-
ity at the nodes of the fluid, and~vghost is the velocity at the fictitious
nodes of the domain that are occupied by the body mass.

B. Configuration of the simulations

We design our simulations in three Cartesian dimensions with a
flat plane representing the superhydrophobic surface for which the
boundary conditions are imposed. The framework has the ability to
vary the number of droplets and their sizes. In addition, it connects
the grid creation and the domain dimensions to the radius of the
smallest droplet. The size of the domain is 10Ri � 8Ri � 6Ri, scaling
to the smallest droplet initial radius Ri, as represented in Fig. 1(a).
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The grid is automatically created with an octree grid that uses
adaptive grid refinement (AGR). The method is setting a selected level
of refinement to the interface between the fluids, as well as to the
liquid–solid boundary. The AGR method monitors the interface at
every time step and, depending on movements of the interface,
updates the grid if needed. It sets at least six cells of the highest refine-
ment level stretching away from the interface [see also Fig. 1(b)].
These cells are selected to have a size proportional to Ri. For example,
when a certain grid is said to have 20 cells per Ri(cR), where
Dx ¼ Ri=cR, this expression implies that the cells near the interface
have a cell size corresponding to 1/20 of the droplet radius. The same
principle of course holds for other grid resolutions.

The choice of a time step in a problem with a high influence of
capillary and inertial forces needs to take into account the dominating
time scales for the jumping droplets phenomenon. The time is given
as the normalized time s, which is scaled by the capillary-inertial time-
scale tCI, and hence, the time step Dt should be smaller than
tCI ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R3
i q=r

p
. In addition, the time step needs to respect the time

step constraint related to capillary waves

Dt �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q1 þ q2ð ÞDx3

4pr

r
(11)

as derived by Brackebill et al.72 or the equivalent one suggested by
Denner and vanWachem80 for a static case of oppositely coming waves

Dt �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q1 þ q2ð ÞDx3

2pr

r
: (12)

Additionally, the time step choice must comply with the Courant
number (CFL) condition. For different droplet radii, the average nor-
malized jumping velocity is considered constant v�jump ¼ U , as has
been shown by several previous works.27,39 The velocity in the
capillary-inertial regime scales with vCI ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=ðRi qÞ

p
. So, the actual

average jumping velocity should be vjump ¼ U vCI. When a default
case is set up for the system with Dtdef being the time step and
Dxdef ¼ Ri;def =cR;def , we have the Courant number computed as

CFLdef ¼ CFLconst ¼
vjump Dtdef

Dxdef
: (13)

To reach a constant CFL when the radii of the initial droplet or
the cell size vary, the time step needs to be adjusted so as

Dt ¼ CFLconst
Dx
vjump

: (14)

By substituting in Eq. (14) the definitions for vjump and Dxdef , the time
step of a simulation with different Ri or grid resolution should follow:

Dt ¼ Dtdef
Ri

Ri;def

� �3
2 cR;def

cR
: (15)

III. VALIDATION

We demonstrate time convergence of our framework by follow-
ing the jumping of two equally sized droplets of Ri ¼ 25lm and using
three time steps for the simulations, Dt¼ 2:5�10�8, 1:25�10�8, and
0:625�10�8 s, that correspond to maximum Courant–Friedrichs–
Lewy (CFL) values of approximately 0.55, 0.30, and 0.15, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the velocity profile with time s and
velocity v� normalized by the corresponding scales tCI and vCI, respec-
tively. The lines show an identical velocity evolution for the different
time steps, as no observable difference between them is identified.
That would in theory permit us to use the largest time step of the three
cases for all our simulations. However, due to an excess increase in the
number of inner iterations for reaching the same solution residual,
doubling the time step is not accompanied by halving the computa-
tional cost and, as a result, the medium time step of Dt¼ 1:25�10�8 s
was selected for use throughout this work. Moreover, the selected time
step case returned values for the Courant number that do not exceed
0.5 for all the simulations performed in this study. Restricting CFL pre-
serves a sharper estimation of the interface from the CICSAM method,
which will retain the same approach for computing convective coeffi-
cients in the volume fraction transport equation.

FIG. 1. Representation of (a) the physical model used in our work and (b) the grid setup and refinement for a case for which the minimum cell size is 1/40 of Ri. (40 cells per Ri)
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To achieve and prove grid convergence, it is needed to under-
stand the behavior of the slip length lsl that is used in the formulation
of the Navier slip boundary condition. A series of tests were performed
to identify the sensitivity of the simulations to the grid resolution.
Studies show that in several applications the slip length is highly
dependent on the cell size of the cells in the vicinity of the solid sur-
face.81,82 For the jumping droplets case, the slip length can be also
associated with the radius or another characteristic length of the sys-
tem, for example, the height of superhydrophobic microstructures.
Therefore, we tested two methodologies to identify how grid conver-
gence and the outcome of the jumping process are affected by the
choice of a slip length. By varying the cell size, we observed that in the
cases when the slip length was adjusted to a half of the cell size, grid
convergence was partly achieved but with a distinct separation
between the jumping droplet velocities. Second, when the slip length
was kept constant in relation to the droplet radius, convergence was
achieved consistently in the jumping velocities with a better agreement
of the final result. The general behavior of the system was similar for
all the simulations, but to our understanding, the slip length is an
important parameter to identify the instant when the droplet is
released from the solid surface.

We present the results from the simulations with 20, 30, and 40
cells per Ri, with a slip length of lsl ¼ 310nm and Ri ¼ 25lm. In
Fig. 3, the cases of 30 and 40 cells per Ri show convergence, while the
case of 20 cells per Ri does not yield the same result. For the remaining
simulations in this paper, the resolution of 40 cells per Ri is selected.
The proposed grid configuration is benefiting from the use of two lev-
els of refinement close to the interface. To keep an acceptable size of
the cells in the regions that exclude the interface and the moving con-
tact line (termed base cells), only a single level of refinement is sug-
gested for use in a coarser grid. For the case of 30 cells per Ri, the base
cells in the far domain are smaller than for the 40 cells per Ri case,
increasing the computational cost in the less significant regions of the
domain in the far-field of the interface.

We also compared the results of our simulations to experimental
results of the jumping velocity. In Fig. 4, data from Yan et al.38 are pre-
sented for the jumping velocity measured upon detachment, normal-
ized by the capillary-inertial velocity scale vCI for different initial

droplet radii Ri. The mentioned study provides consistent measure-
ments of the jumping velocity that follows the capillary-inertial scaling.
The simulations were performed using advancing and receding con-
tact angles hadv ¼ 170:3� and hrec ¼ 167:7� that correspond to the
measured values of the homogeneous superhydrophobic surface in the
experiment. A good agreement of the jumping velocities is noticed,
with the numerical results overall capturing the behavior observed in
the experiment. The trend of the normalized jumping velocity to
remain constant over Ri for the capillary-inertial scaling is clearly dem-
onstrated in our simulations. The estimated jumping velocity is lower
only by less than 5% compared to the experimental mean value. We
seem to marginally underpredict the exact value of the experimental
results, for which the reasons can be various. We argue that one of the
reasons could be because we cannot be entirely certain regarding the
fluid properties or the reported droplets radii in the experiments. It is
to be noted here that the slip length used in the simulations was equal
to the size of a wall cell, in the 40 cells per Ri grid, for the simulation
case with initial droplets of size Ri ¼ 288lm. This approach returns a
physical value of lsl ¼ 7.2lm and the chosen setting gave the best
agreement with the experiment for our jumping velocity, while such a

FIG. 2. Time convergence study of the average upward velocity in time, normalized
by the capillary-inertial scales. The radius of the initial droplets is 25lm.

FIG. 3. Grid convergence study of the average upward velocity in time, normalized
by the capillary-inertial scales, for three different grid configurations for Ri ¼ 25lm.
The cases involving 30 and 40 cells per Ri demonstrate convergence of the jump-
ing velocity behavior.

FIG. 4. Obtained jumping velocities from the simulations with different droplet radii
Ri as compared to experimental data by Yan et al.

38 Both sets of values are normal-
ized with the corresponding velocity capillary-inertial scale vCI.
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high slip length is in line with the observed properties of superhydro-
phobic surfaces.19

An extra emphasis is now given to demonstrate the adaptivity
and high fidelity of our framework, by performing a three-droplet sim-
ulation of jumping of unequally-sized droplets. The aim here is to
reproduce in detail all the stages of this process as shown in the experi-
mentally obtained images presented by Yan et al.38 We have estimated
the radii of the initial droplets as R1 ¼ 235 lm, R2 ¼ 268 lm and
R3 ¼ 293 lm by analyzing the published figure and the suggested scal-
ing from the authors. Time instants are presented with the simulation
results matching the experimental images in Fig. 5. An exceptionally
close agreement is demonstrated between the complex droplets’ oscil-
lation features appearing in the experiment and the video produced by
our simulation. In detail, the initial process of the two larger droplets
coalescing and the smaller one remaining still is unambiguously recog-
nized in both the simulation and the experiment. At the moment
when the smaller droplet starts its own coalescence with the resulting
droplet, the expansion of the liquid bridge seems to agree for the two
cases, as does the general shape of the two pre-merged droplets. Next,
the expansion in the lengthwise direction and the liquid bridge forma-
tion is captured properly. The two recognizable features (lump-shaped
formations) from the pre-merged droplets and the smaller droplet
exist in all the instants following up to the point when the smaller
droplet merges to the already formed bigger formation. The nipple for-
mation has been accurately modeled by the simulation and at the cor-
rect time scales. When the jumping occurred, only a single instant was
provided in the experimental study, which our simulation managed to
predict as well. Therefore, we argue that the overall behavior of the
jumping process for the three unequal droplets has been captured with
very good precision. Consequently, we recognize the ability of our
framework to capture the behavior of strong inertial and capillary
effects that exist in the jumping droplets phenomenon.

We finally provide a validation case that reflects the nuances
that the presence of hysteresis brings to a jumping droplets process.
We first note that a general lack of significant quantity of experimen-
tal data on such surfaces (and especially on the parametric details
that such studies could uncover) renders comparisons between
experiments and numerical simulations far from straightforward. In
our work, we have chosen to rely on a qualitative comparison with
an experimental video provided as video S4 in the supplementary
material of Yan et al.83 The reported surface had a hysteresis of
Dh ¼ 17�, with hadv ¼ 162� and hrec ¼ 145�, and the radius of drop-
lets of Ri ¼ 156lm. In Fig. 6, a set of instances extracted from that
video are compared to our simulation with the same contact-angle
values. The contact-angle model used for the simulation in this case
was the quasi-static model, which was found to have a similar pin-
ning moment at the fifth instant (at t ¼ 9:9� 10�4 s) shown in the
figure. We point to the nucleation of tiny droplets in the experi-
ments, as the surface was reported to be cooled. The existence of
these droplets does not affect the experimentally identified stages of
the jumping droplets process. We recognized in our simulations the
same patterns in the oscillations and formations of the merged drop-
let as those in the experiment. Hence, we consider our numerical
framework validated also for dealing with superhydrophobic surfa-
ces with various degrees of hysteresis present, in addition to being
able to capture the shape oscillations caused by the dominance of
capillary and inertial forces.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To understand the influence of contact-angle hysteresis on the
jumping process, we have carried out a series of simulations with vari-
ous degrees of hysteresis and under different operating conditions. A
qualitative point of comparison and a starting point in our analysis are
to create numerical cases in accordance with existing experimental
studies of droplets jumping from superhydrophobic surfaces with

FIG. 5. Comparison of different stages of the coalescing and jumping of three
unequal droplets, provided by our simulations and experiments by Yan et al. [repro-
duced with permission from Yan et al., “Droplet jumping: Effects of droplet size, sur-
face structure, pinning, and liquid properties,” ACS Nano 13, 1309–1323 (2019)].38

The images from experiments are always given above the corresponding simulation
ones. The droplet sizes are indicated in the bottom of the figure.
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non-negligible degrees of hysteresis. Following the study of Mulroe
et al.31 that reported on the jumping ability of droplets with different
radii from tuned superhydrophobic surfaces, we have selected a sur-
face with a high degree of hysteresis as our base case. For the presented
surface, designated as S3 in Mulroe et al.,31 the values of hadv ¼ 162�

and hrec ¼ 147� are provided. A minimum reported radius, termed a
cutoff radius of droplets that indeed jumped on the S3 surface, was
approximately 25lm. We recreated such a case with equal droplets
and first used the quasi-static contact-angle model to study the moving
contact line. A simulation with a static contact angle of h ¼ ðhadv
þhrecÞ=2 was also performed in order to understand how a simplified
modeling approach for the contact angle would influence the jumping
process. The two cases confirmed coalescing and jumping from the
surface, but significant differences were observed. The results are pre-
sented by a plot of the normalized velocity evolution in Fig. 7.
Additionally, five instants of the two simulated cases are shown in the
figure. We note that the stage of the liquid bridge expansion and the
initial oscillations is captured similarly for the two cases. As depicted
at instant I, the contact area with the solid surface is roughly the same,
as well as the shape of the merged droplet. It can be also observed that
during the liquid bridge expansion, the initial contact area of the

droplets reduces, causing a receding behavior at the contact line of the
two initial droplets with the solid surface. While it later reaches
roughly the same average upward velocity, the simulation with hyster-
esis has a higher degree of initial attraction toward the surface, proba-
bly caused by the enforcement of the receding contact angle “sticking”
the two initial droplets to the solid surface. This hrec is reduced by 7�

compared to the value of the static contact angle imposed in the no-
hysteresis case, where the contact angle is given by its equilibrium
value. As expected from the literature, at instant II the droplet in a no-
hysteresis case detaches from the surface. In contrast, the droplet with
the hysteresis present retains contact with the surface due to the action
of the receding contact angle (note the difference in the droplet–
surface contact area at instant II for the two cases in Fig. 7). Following
a period where the velocity keeps decreasing for the hysteresis case, at
instant III the merged droplet was also detached from the surface. It is
noted that the shape of the droplet shows characteristic variations
compared to the elevated no-hysteresis case. At instant IV, the merged
droplet for the simulation with hysteresis re-attaches to the surface
during a shape oscillation, in which the droplet elongates in the
vertical direction and the interface hits the solid surface. Contact
angles are re-applied, and the velocity of the merged droplet decreases.

FIG. 6. Validation case of droplets jumping
from a superhydrophobic surface with hys-
teresis present, as provided by a video
recording from Yan et al. [reproduced with
permission from Yan et al., “Droplet jumping:
Effects of droplet size, surface structure, pin-
ning, and liquid properties,” ACS Nano 13,
1309–1323 (2019)].83 The images from the
experiments are given above the corre-
sponding simulation ones, and instants from
the simulation are provided that match the
recording video timing suggested from the
authors of the cited experimental study.
Droplet sizes are indicated in the bottom of
the figure.
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The re-attachment is an important finding, contrasting the experience
of jumping droplets on no-hysteresis surfaces, where the merged drop-
let just elevates into the air. At instant V, the merged droplet in the
hysteresis case has a significantly different shape moment before
detaching for the second time. Eventually, the droplet elevates with the
reduced upward velocity to that it possessed at the point of the final
detachment. The droplet in the no-hysteresis case never experienced

re-attachment and kept elevating with a constant velocity, while expe-
riencing damping shape oscillations.

Next, we looked at the sensitivity of the simulations to slight var-
iations of hadv and hrec. In addition to our base case, two more cases
were tested with (i) a halved hysteresis with Dh ¼ 7� and (ii) lowering
hadv and hrec by 4�. In Fig. 8(a), the velocities of these three cases are
presented. Figure 8(b) shows the corresponding calculated contact
angles imposed in the vicinity of the MCL, averaged for the different
cells. The case (i) with a reduced hysteresis showed an increased jump-
ing velocity but the same general behavior of the coming
detachment–re-attachment–detachment cycle as the base one. For
case (ii) with the reduced contact angles, the merged droplet was
unable to jump. The experienced average velocity is below zero, as the
droplet finally detaches during a retraction of the MCL caused by the
shape oscillation. Since the droplet decelerated during the contact with
the surface, it obtained a negative velocity, with the direction being
toward the wall. The contact-angle values show that for the base case

FIG. 7. The influence of hysteresis on fundamental features of droplets jumping
from superhydrophobic surfaces. (a) The normalized upward velocities for the hys-
teresis- and no-hysteresis cases are plotted as a function of non-dimensional time,
while the crosses (�) and circles (�) represent the moments where detachment
and re-attachment occur correspondingly. (b) Five instants from both simulations
are presented. For each pair, the no-hysteresis case is depicted above the corre-
sponding hysteresis one. A significant reduction in the jumping velocity and a tem-
porary re-attachment for the droplets with the hysteresis present is observed. Note
the difference in the droplet–surface contact area at instant II for the two cases.
Droplet sizes are indicated in the bottom of the figure.

FIG. 8. (a) Velocity evolution of three cases with a substantial hysteresis: the base
case (the dashed red line) with Dh ¼ 15�, the test case (i) (the blue line) with a
reduced hysteresis (Dh ¼ 7�), and the test case (ii) (the black line) with lower con-
tact angles imposed while preserving Dh ¼ 15�. The initial droplet radius in all the
cases is Ri ¼ 25lm. The crosses (�) and circles (�) represent the moments
where detachment and re-attachment occur. (b) Variations of the contact angle with
time for the three cases, averaged for the length of the contact line. The differences
in contacts of the droplets with the superhydrophobic surface are observed, as well
as the decrease in the jumping velocity, as the degree of hysteresis increases
and/or h decreases.
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the process was initiated with the receding contact angles in most loca-
tions of the interface. Following the moment when the liquid bridge
hits the surface, the droplet expands on the solid surface and the
advancing angles dominate. At that point, high acceleration is
observed. Before detachment for the cases with the applied hysteresis,
the imposed angles switched twice between the receding and advanc-
ing angles. The jumping occurred for the base case and the test case
(i). After this, the merged droplet was re-attached with a slight time
difference between the two cases, at which point an advancing behav-
ior was observed before ultimately switching to a mostly receding one
and finally jumping. The test case (ii) with the lower contact angles
showcased similar variations for the contact angle, caused by the shape
oscillations of the merged droplet, and eventually, the droplet was
detached at a later stage. Additional information is given in Fig. 8(b)
on the enhanced attraction of the initial droplets mass toward the solid
surface, during the liquid bridge expansion stage. The receding values
are dominating the initial stage and the influence in the negative veloc-
ity is more prominent for higher hysteresis situations. Moreover, the
maximum upward velocity of the merged droplets is roughly the
same, which proves that hadv is a less important factor to the eventual
jumping velocity compared to the value for hrec.

We have seen so far that the presence of hysteresis significantly
changes the nature of the jumping process from superhydrophobic
surfaces. An interesting question is now the role of the size of initial
droplets. In our previous work,79 it was shown that droplets as small
as Ri ¼ 10lm demonstrate the same non-dimensional velocity as do
larger droplets, with only gravity becoming a factor of variation in the
latter case. Therefore, we have performed a series of simulations with
varying droplet radii in which contact angles were given according to
the base case (Dh ¼ 15�). Figure 9(a) demonstrates the non-
dimensional velocities for Ri ¼ 12:5–200lm, which show for all the
cases the previously identified re-attachment–detachment phenome-
non that follows the initial detachment stage. The jumping velocity
decreases for each size reduction. This finding emphasizes that, as the
relevance of inertia decreases related to the viscous forces in the sys-
tem, the droplet will stay attached longer to the surface. Consequently,
a longer contact will result in more dissipation of energy due to inter-
action with the superhydrophobic surface, which in the numerical
investigation is partly caused by the viscous stresses at the moving con-
tact line (MCL). To identify the sensitivity of that result to the contact-
angle values, the hysteresis was reduced to a half of that of the base
case (Dh ¼ 7�, the same as presented in Fig. 8) for all the different
sizes and the results are presented in Fig. 9(b). It is noted that for Ri

	 100 lm the droplet is detaching from the surface only once and
retains the jumping velocity of the first detachment, in line with the
known behavior of cases without hysteresis. For Ri � 50 lm, the dou-
ble detachment is observed for both configurations, although a higher
jumping velocity is noticed for the cases with a lower degree of hyster-
esis. The decreased velocity in the cases with higher hysteresis is
explained by the greater adhesion force (Fpinning), as the merged drop-
let remains longer in contact with the surface.

After having observed the effects of hysteresis when Dh increases,
we looked at the influence of the initial radii (Ri) of the coalescing
droplets on the jumping velocity. In detail, we have tested four Dh (0�,
3�, 7�, and 15�) with five cases of initial droplet radii (Ri ¼ 12:5;
25; 50; 100, and 200lm). The jumping velocities are presented in
Fig. 10. We note that the jumping velocities decrease steadily for

droplets smaller than Ri � 50 lm. Such a trend is particularly visible
for the cases with Dh ¼ 7� and 15�, where the influence of a receding
contact angle hinders the self-jumping of droplets of progressively
smaller radii. On the other hand, the jumping velocity is much less
sensitive to changes in droplet radii for no-hysteresis and small-
hysteresis cases (0� and 3�). A slight drop, as observed at Ri � 25 lm,
follows the trends reported in the literature for numerical studies of
jumping of microdroplets on superhydrophobic surfaces.79 There can
be two additional conclusions from the same figure. The first one is
that the highest degree of hysteresis showed a significant decrease in
the jumping velocity for all the radii investigated. Second, there is a sig-
nificant jump in the decrease in the jumping velocity of the case of
Dh ¼ 7� when Ri lowers from 50 to 12.5lm. Our understanding is
that, considering also the results from Fig. 9, the jumping droplet
misses a chance of detaching, while a retraction stage is recorded for

FIG. 9. Effect of radius of the initial droplets on the velocity for cases with different
degrees of hysteresis (a) Dh ¼ 15� with hadv ¼ 162� and hrec ¼ 147�, and (b)
Dh ¼ 7:5� with hadv ¼ 158� and hrec ¼ 151�. The non-dimensional upward
velocity of the droplets is compared for five droplet radii. The moments of detach-
ment and re-attachment are pointed with crosses (�) and circles (�), respectively,
for each simulation. We notify the trend for the decrease in the jumping velocity as
the droplet radius reduces.
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Ri � 25 lm, and therefore, it decelerates and has a re-attachment at a
later stage, which causes the significant loss of the upward kinetic
energy.

As the next step in our study, we looked at the significance of
using dynamic contact angles in the simulations. We focused on being
able to dynamically adjust the contact angle during its implementation
in the cells near the solid surface and in proximity to the contact line
location. For this study, hdyn is dependent on the computed contact
line velocity and the model chosen for obtaining hdyn is the Kistler
model,73 which utilizes the Hoffman correlation function for apparent
contact angles in advancing liquids. The same model has also been
used when a contact line is receding. A modification of the Hoffman
function was implemented following a previous study on both advanc-
ing and receding contact angles, which proved that for surfaces with
very high contact angles,75 the Kistler model is still able to capture the
behavior of the published experimental data.74 We remind the reader
that when using the Kistler model, the value of the contact angle for a
static arrangement is required, which is the same as the quasi-static
hadv and hrec values for the corresponding contact line movement. In
our case, the values of hadv ¼ 162� and hrec ¼ 147� were used as input
when implementing the dynamic contact-angle model. The simula-
tions were performed for two initial droplet radii, Ri ¼ 25lm and Ri
¼ 200lm, and the normalized velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 11.
For comparison, we present the results obtained using the quasi-static
contact-angle model in the same figure. The velocity decreased for
both sizes when using a dynamic model, as the contact period of the
merged droplet with the surface lasted longer. For the case of Ri
¼ 200lm with the quasi-static contact-angle model, the merged drop-
let demonstrated an early detachment–re-attachment sequence, which
was not seen in the dynamic contact-angle case, where the merged
droplet remained in contact with the solid surface at that point.
Afterward, the larger droplet in the dynamic contact-angle model case
displayed a delayed final detachment compared to the quasi-static con-
tact-angle one, which resulted in a decrease in the jumping velocity of
more than 25%. A similar behavior of a longer contact and the later
release was identified for the smaller droplet case, where the use of
the dynamic contact-angle model showed a single occurrence of
detachment and a highly reduced jumping velocity compared to the

quasi-static contact-angle case (the difference being more than 40%).
We remind the reader here that using the quasi-static contact-angle
model already represented a significant step in reducing the jumping
efficiency when hysteresis was considered.

Following the results for droplets of Ri ¼ 25lm, in Fig. 12, the
averaged contact-angle values along the MCL are given for the two dif-
ferent contact-angle models at each time step. We note how the
dynamic contact angle decreases differently in the periods when a more
pronounced receding movement of the contact line is observed. The
receding contact angle of the dynamic model is lower than the one
from the static hrec during the retraction stages of the merged droplet.
This adjustment causes the merged droplet to avoid detachment at

FIG. 10. Collected numerical results for v�jump over five different initial droplets radii,
Ri. The increasing hysteresis leads to a significant reduction in the jumping velocity.
This trend is especially pronounced for all the Ri in the highest hysteresis case and
for Ri � 50 lm for the medium hysteresis case (e.g., for Dh ¼ 7:5�).

FIG. 11. The normalized velocity using two contact-angle models: the quasi-static
model (the dashed lines) and the Kistler dynamic model (the solid lines) for two ini-
tial droplet radii Ri. The crosses (�) and circles (�) represent the moments where
detachment and re-attachment occur. The normalized velocity plots illustrate how
the use of different models affects the upward velocity of the droplets. The use of
the Kistler model results in the lower jumping velocity for both Ri.

FIG. 12. Comparison of the averaged contact angle implemented along the contact
line in the cases of the two contact-angle models for Ri ¼ 25lm. The crosses (�)
and circles (�) represent the moments where detachment and re-attachment
occur. The use of the Kistler model led to a deviation of the receding contact-angle
value that is imposed at the merged droplet. As a result, a longer period of contact
to the solid surface was noted.
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s � 3:4 in contrast to the quasi-static model case, while it also delays
the final detachment of the droplet. This slight variation in the averaged
receding contact angle of almost 2�, during the time where the contact
line velocity is high, demonstrates variations in possible outcomes of the
jumping process and its efficiency. These variations reveal the impor-
tance of applying the effective (i.e., truly acting) contact angle and decid-
ing on the choice of parameters that affect the dynamic contact angle,
which for our study was the contact line velocity. Note that, in general,
there can be other possibilities for such parameters (that were not con-
sidered in this study), such as the existence of pillars or partial wetting
instabilities (e.g., changes fromWenzel to Cassie–Baxter wetting types).

The choice of a dynamic contact-angle model leads to variations
in the velocity evolution and the dependence on the effective receding
contact angle in the system. For a more systematic study on how the
mentioned phenomena vary for droplets of different sizes, the two
contact-angle models were employed in the simulations involving five
initial droplet radii (Ri ¼ 12:5; 25; 50; 100, and 200lm). The results
were compared to the equivalent simulations with the static contact
angle at hst ¼ 154�, which is the mean of the hadv and hrec for the
superhydrophobic surface investigated in this study. The results are
presented in Fig. 13. The significant decrease in the jumping velocity,
which was already recognized between the cases involving the static
and quasi-static contact-angle representations in Fig. 10, was further
exaggerated by an extra negative offset, proportional to Ri, when the
dynamic contact-angle model was used. More specifically, the jumping
velocity obtained by the Kistler model for Ri � 25 lm droplets is only
10%� 15% of the jumping velocity for an ideal superhydrophobic
surface without hysteresis present. It can be concluded that the pres-
ence of a cutoff radius of around Ri � 25 lm, as recorded by Mulroe
et al.31 for the actual surface, is more realistically captured by the simu-
lations with the quasi-static and the Kistler contact-angle model, in
contrast to the simulations using the static contact angle. We note here
that the Kistler dynamic contact-angle model depends on a relatively
limited number of properties, such as the contact line velocity and the
liquid properties. Other formulations are always possible; that is, dif-
ferent models can be tested to find correlations that a certain dynamic
model can have to a specific superhydrophobic surface.

We have seen that many of the fundamental attributes observed
when droplets jump from superhydrophobic surfaces with hysteresis

are directly linked to specific features of the interaction of the merged
droplet with a solid surface in such cases. We thus present the contact
area evolution Acont obtained by different simulations in Fig. 14(a) to
uncover even more subtle effects that are caused by enforcing the
contact-angle hysteresis. The variations of contact areas with time are
presented in the figure of the cases with a static contact angle, the
quasi-static, and the Kistler dynamic contact-angle models. It is shown
that, even though the initial evolutions of the contact areas during coa-
lescence are not identical, the liquid bridge impingement and the max-
imum upward acceleration bear qualitative similarities for the three
cases. However, there are subtle differences that explain a different
dynamics of the jumping process in the three cases. We see that a min-
imization of the contact area in the static contact-angle case occurs in
a rapid manner, while for the quasi-static and Kistler models, the

FIG. 13. The jumping velocity as a function of initial droplet radii (Ri) when three
contact-angle models were tested. For a surface with a present contact-angle hys-
teresis, the static contact angle will overpredict the jumping velocity v�jump.

FIG. 14. (a) Contact area evolution and (b) the contact-line length evolution for the
merged droplet on the superhydrophobic solid surface. Three different contact-
angle implementations with the same equilibrium angle h ¼ 155� and the initial
droplet radii Ri ¼ 25 lm. A higher value of the contact area before the late detach-
ment can be observed when stronger hysteresis is imposed. The contact line
follows the same trend, despite a “spike” when the liquid bridge hits the surface.
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contact area slows down in reducing and, around the normalized time
of s ’ 3:5, it starts increasing again. At that moment, the merged
droplet starts expanding or re-attaches itself to the surface before a
subsequent final retraction and jumping. The length of the contact
line, which is given in Fig. 14(b), follows the same trend. A rapid
increase at the same instant was observed for the cases that impose
hysteresis in the system and is caused by the liquid bridge hitting the
surface. The total contact line was already longer in the hysteresis cases
when that event occurs something that is attributed to the smaller
receding contact angle of the initial spherical droplets when they were
in contact with the solid surface.

An increase in the length of the contact line that was previously
observed for the case with the dynamic contact-angle model can be

directly connected to the presence of higher total stresses in the sys-
tem. These stresses are exerted from the liquid in the vicinity of the
contact line. They cause a higher dissipation of the energy in the sys-
tem and are attributed to the viscous effect arising from the interaction
of the moving interface with the solid surface. To observe the increase
in the dissipated energy, we have decided to combine the total kinetic
energy Ktot and the available surface energy DSavail , which is the differ-
ence between the instant interface area Ainter and the final interface
area of the merged droplet Aend, multiplied by the gas–liquid surface
tension r [DSavail ¼ ðAinter � AendÞ � r]. We add the two energies
and normalize them with the ideal surface energy DSideal of the system,
which is the difference between the surface energy of the interface of
two initial spherical droplets with Ri (in this case Ri ¼ 25lm) and the
resulted merged spherical droplet with a final radius Rend. From the
equation for the total area of spheres, DSideal is given as
DSideal ¼ 4pð2� R2

i � R2
endÞ � r. The results from the combined

kinetic and interface energy are given in Fig. 15. We understand that
the remaining component of the energy budget is completed by
the unknown values of the dissipated energy due to viscosity Evis
and the surface energy of the contact area between the liquid droplet
and the solid surface Scont ¼ A rls, for which we know that it will be
zero after jumping (rls is the surface tension between liquid and the
solid surface). The key point in the presented results is given in
the final phase of the simulations, where the droplets belonging to all
the cases have jumped from the surface. The combined kinetic and
surface energy has been more reduced for the cases with hysteresis,
with a more prominent reduction for the case with the Kistler model
used. Moreover, when we include in the analysis the contact area of
Fig. 14(a) for the period that the merged droplet in the hysteresis cases
is in contact with the surface, between s ’ 2:7� 3:4 and
s ’ 3:8� 5:1, we observe that such cases showcase reduced energy in
Fig. 15. A part of this energy is recovered during detachment of the
merged droplet, but as the analysis of the final combined energy sug-
gested, the energy is reduced more for the cases with hysteresis.

Finally, we demonstrate different wetting behaviors observed
from the quasi-static and the dynamic contact-angle models, following
the coalescence of two droplets (Ri ¼ 25lm) at s ¼ 1:58. In Fig. 16,
the contact line is presented in a top view and colored by the local

FIG. 15. The sum of the total kinetic energy and the available surface energy from
the interface, normalized by the ideal available surface energy (see Sec. IV for
more details). Three different cases of contact-angle representations are plotted vs
normalized time s with Ri ¼ 25 lm. The difference in the final combined energy
between the static contact-angle representation and the quasi-static and Kistler
models reveals a higher dissipation for the latter cases.

FIG. 16. Outline of the contact area of the merged droplet for the quasi-static contact-angle model (left) and the Kistler dynamic contact-angle model (right), colored by the
imposed contact-angle value. We have added vector arrows of the contact line velocity scaled and colored by their magnitude. A significant increase in the contact area is
observed, while correlation of the receding movement and the length in the movement’s direction is acknowledged.
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contact angle imposed along the MCL for each model. The contact line
velocity vectors are also depicted. The vector arrows are scaled and col-
ored by their magnitude, and are tangential to the solid surface. At the
investigated instant, the contact line of the two simulations shows an
advancing movement in the y direction and a receding movement in
the x direction. The contact area is significantly increased for the
dynamic model (depicted right). However, only the length in the x
direction is increased in relation to the one when the quasi-static model
is used (left), while the length in the y direction of the contact area is
the same. Taking into consideration that the receding angle is some 3�

lower for the dynamic model, it permits us to point out the correlation
of the lower receding angle to the larger wetting area. In addition, the
contact-line velocity in the x direction is higher for the simulation with
the dynamic model, which is most likely caused by the higher curvature
of the interface near the contact line junction. These outcomes exem-
plify the highlights of the current study that the jumping process can be
highly sensitive to the local contact angle on superhydrophobic surfaces
with substantial hysteresis. Therefore, modeling similar cases requires
sufficient understanding of the contact-line interaction with the geo-
metrical features of these surfaces.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We primarily focused in this paper on the influence of the
contact-angle hysteresis on fundamental features of the jumping pro-
cess of coalescing droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces, and therefore
paid special attention to both representing and numerically implement-
ing effective values of the contact angles acting on such surfaces. A
combined VOF–immersed boundary method was used, with an
emphasis on the accurate prediction of the moving contact line (MCL)
and on the formulation of the corresponding boundary conditions for
the contact angles. A series of simulations were performed with static
contact angles and dynamic contact-angle models for two equally sized
droplets and with several different initial droplet radii. The first out-
come of this investigation is that hysteresis causes a delayed merged-
droplet release and that it reduces the jumping velocity. Even more
importantly, we have identified and explained in detail various forms of
events involving droplet detachment and re-attachment to the surface.
We have shown that such events depend on the degree of hysteresis for
the modeled superhydrophobic surface, with the pinning behavior con-
siderably enhanced when hysteresis was present.

We first demonstrated the temporal and spatial convergence of
our numerical framework. The significance was pointed out of care-
fully selecting an appropriate slip length, as a measure to deal with the
contact-line stress singularity. Furthermore, we have tested our frame-
work on the experimentally well-documented case of coalescing and
jumping of three unequally sized droplets,38 and provided great quali-
tative agreement with experimentally obtained images of all relevant
stages of the jumping process. We also showed that we could very well
match quantitative results of the jumping velocities over a range of
droplet radii. Finally, we have validated our framework with the
reported experiments carried out on a superhydrophobic surface with
the hysteresis present.83

The presence of hysteresis further highlights the differences in
the jumping process when different contact-angle representations and
models are used. We first compared the case involving a static contact
angle and the one with a quasi-static contact-angle model, with the lat-
ter using the values of the advancing and receding contact angles.

We followed an experimental study,31 with a reported superhydropho-
bic surface that predicted the existence of a cutoff radius for the jump-
ing to take place and that is about the size of the simulated droplets.
The use of the quasi-static contact-angle model demonstrated a longer
period of contact for the merged droplet and the surface, while the
jumping velocity was less than a half compared to that when using the
static contact-angle. Moreover, the initial detachment of the merged
droplet and its subsequent re-attachment to the surface were repeat-
edly observed, while, eventually, an event of self-ejection occurred.

Two additional investigations with slight variations in the values
of the advancing and receding contact angles, together with using a
range of different initial droplet radii, portrayed the sensitivity of the
simulations to the applied contact angles. Especially after varying the
size of the initial droplets, we have observed sequences of detachment
and re-attachment, while the final jump took place with a delay in the
cases with a higher degree of hysteresis. Similarly, for the smaller drop-
lets, the jumping velocity was observed to decrease, with the moment
of jumping being increasingly delayed.

Finally, we used the Kistler dynamic contact-angle model to
establish the relevance of using the actual (i.e., effective or truly acting)
values of contact angles when studying the jumping process. We com-
pared the obtained results with those when a static contact angle and
the quasi-static contact-angle model are used. An investigation of the
energy conversion process and the dissipated energy caused by hyster-
esis was also performed. The analysis supported the conclusion that a
dynamic receding contact angle impeded the jumping process, as the
jumping velocity became highly reduced or even neutralized for all the
tested initial droplet radii. In addition, the duration of the merged dro-
plet–surface contact and the experienced contact area was increased
when the dynamic model was used.
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